It was the beginning of a story with a happy ending. On 20 December 2017, the United Nations General Assembly proclaimed 2019 the International Year of the Periodic Table of Chemical Elements (IYPT 2019) during its 74th Plenary Meeting, at the 72nd Session. In proclaiming an International Year focusing on the Periodic Table of Chemical Elements and its applications, the United Nations has recognized the importance of raising global awareness of how chemistry promotes sustainable development and provides solutions to global challenges in energy, education, agriculture, and health. Indeed, the resolution was adopted as part of a more general Agenda item on Science and Technology for Development. This International Year will bring together many di erent stakeholders, including UNESCO, scientific societies and unions, educational and research institutions, technology platforms, non-profit organizations, and private sector partners to promote and celebrate the significance of the Periodic Table and its applications to society in 2019.
As I was involved in the activities of the 2011 International Year of Chemistry Management Committee, the algorithm of the procedure was clear to me. The key element at the initial stage is to identify the country which will be willing, through its National Delegation to UNESCO, to promote the idea of the IYPT. It is UNESCO, as the UN body, that can recommend that the UN General Assembly proclaim the year 2019 as the IYPT. In fact, the time we had to move the idea forward was quite short. According to UN rules, the decision must be taken two years in advance. My colleagues from the IUPAC Executive Committee supported the idea of the IYPT in principle, though with healthy skepticism, based on the memories of the proclamation of the International Year of Chemistry in 2011. Russia, as the motherland of Dmitry Mendeleev, was chosen to lead the initiative through UNESCO.
On One of the greatest sсientifi с aсhievements of the ХlXth сentury was the disсovery made by D.l. Mendeleev. He was the fi rst to notiсe that the properties of сhemiсal eIements are periodiс in their nature. In 2019 the worId sсientifi с сommunity wiII сelebrate the 150 th anniversary of the Periodiс Table of Chemical Elements. Тoday, for the fi rst time in its entire history, the ТabIe looks most сompIete: all the elements of its 7 periods have been disсovered and have aсquired their fi nal names.
Over the past 100 years, humankind has made a giant leap in the understanding of how elements found in nature are formed. This has allowed, among other things, сonduсting laboratory synthesis and studies of the propeгties of more than 20 transuranic elements. Over the past 16 years, sсien-tists from the Joint lnstitute for Nuсlear Researсh (JINR, Dubna) in сollaboration with their сolleagues from the Ieading US nuсIear сentres: the Lawrenсe Livermore and Oak Ridge National Laboratories, as well as Vanderbilt University and the University of Tennessee at KnoxviIle, have beсome the fi rst to synthesize fi ve superheavy elements сompleting the seventh row of the Periodiс ТabIe. 
And it happened.
Labor recedet, bene factum non abscedet. A little more than 18 months after Sir Martyn Poliako wrote to me, the International Year of the Periodic Table of Chemical Elements became a reality. It was IUPAC's 98th birthday when he first wrote to me on 28 July 2016. At the time, it did not occur to me, or to him, that the IYPT will likely be the most unusual birthday present IUPAC has ever received-in 2019, not only will we celebrate IYPT, we will also celebrate the IUPAC Centenary. 
Natalia

